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Pros: - New play style from the original Space Invaders I love. - Challenging from different levels of different difficulties. -
Vibrant colors and smooth playing. - A little of a learning curve but easy to learn. - Different weapon styles to create a high
score for the online leader boards. Cons: -Online only play! -No way to improve graphics to what it is locked at. -If you are
photo sensitive or epileptic this game could trigger you. -Sound is always way too loud with only five adjustment settings that
really does not make much difference in volume. -Only locked into their style of game mode. It would be nice if you can unlock
or have the option to play the original space invaders with the graphics they have in this game. I enjoy this game. I have not tried
using my arcade fight stick with it to get a real arcade feel to this game but I would recomend it for a time killer. I would give
this game a 7/10 because of lack of volume adjustments and graphic adjustments.. I were a bit skeptical, but its actually really
fun. Played it with Steamplay / Proton, works out of the box no issues, this was on Manjaro Linux.. The only reason I can't
recommend this game is because of its always online DRM.. Taito Station core with a heavy dose of .. Very good port from the
PSP, and other related systems this game was on in the previous gen, but would be perfect if it could be played offline. Think
twice before buying if you do not like online-only video-games.. This game has some weird FPS issues, like it wants to run at
61fps - it's not smooth!. Also reading the game reviews on Steam there is other bugs too. I mean, c'mon man its 2018 surely we
can have a glitch free version of Space Invaders! No proper vsyncing and no resolution scaling = REFUND.. Space Invaders
Extreme is awesome and this shooter game has excellent music.. I bought this partly to support Taito's legacy Intellectual
Properties. (My main man Darius, what-up kid?! My boi Layer Section aka Ray Force aka Gunlock aka Galactic Attack, keep
holdin it down. To my mans Growl aka Runark, we was just Liquid Kids in a Gun Frontier tryin to get a little Elevator Action,
can't wait til we Qix it again. Big-up to Bubble mutha-F-in Bobble and the whole Zuntata fam for making da ill tracks, this ain't
Metal, Black. And I can't forget my homie Puzzle Bobble aka Bust-A-Move who won't hesitiate to bust-a-cap if ya move. Yo
Taito, don't sleep on Windows PC even though Sony and Nintendo are Japanese companies! No need to be jingoistic snakes,
claim your stake! Talk to Capcom and Bandai Namco to know waz up. Don't be D.O.A., like Tecmo. Taito is for the babies!
Gotta stay relevant in the 2zero1ocho! 1luv!!!!). .and partly because Space Invaders Extreme is a damn good game, even if I've
bought it before elsewhere.. Ripid-fire shiny HD space invaders set to sick beats and ting innit bruv. What more could you want,
really? A modern arcade reinvention of an stone-cold classic. Drop a couple of disco biscuits for maximum atmosphere
enhancement.

Space Invaders Extreme v1.0.1 : We have a quick update for your invading pleasure: Minor localisation fixes Adjusted an error
message Fixed several minor bugs If you experience any problems, please check here .. Space Invaders Extreme v1.0.3 : We
have a quick update for your invading pleasure: Fixed some sound of the effects on certain stages. Fixed several other minor
bugs If you experience any problems, please check here .. Space Invaders Day Score Contest! : That's right, June 16th is Space
Invaders Day, commemorating the day when that classic game was first active in arcades 40 years ago.. Space Invaders Extreme
v1.0.2 : We have a quick update for your invading pleasure: Fixed the background movies for some stages. Improved mouse
control for Records screen. Fixed several other minor bugs If you experience any problems, please check here .. Space Invaders
Extreme v1.0.2 : We have a quick update for your invading pleasure: Fixed the background movies for some stages. Improved
mouse control for Records screen. Fixed several other minor bugs If you experience any problems, please check here .. Space
Invaders Day Score Contest Results! : Well, we had quite a battle at the weekend! I thought TaosukeFox had clinched it with
their 3.9m score, but then wr01r came in at 4m+ and an even higher score of 4.2m near the end, but foggmanatic snuck in at the
end with a staggering 5 million points! mtyankovich in 3rd climbed from 3m to over 4m, securing themelves 3rd place overall..
Space Invaders Day Score Contest Results! : Well, we had quite a battle at the weekend! I thought TaosukeFox had clinched it
with their 3.9m score, but then wr01r came in at 4m+ and an even higher score of 4.2m near the end, but foggmanatic snuck in
at the end with a staggering 5 million points! mtyankovich in 3rd climbed from 3m to over 4m, securing themelves 3rd place
overall.. Space Invaders Day Score Contest! : That's right, June 16th is Space Invaders Day, commemorating the day when that
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classic game was first active in arcades 40 years ago.. Space Invaders Extreme v1.0.3 : We have a quick update for your
invading pleasure: Fixed some sound of the effects on certain stages. Fixed several other minor bugs If you experience any
problems, please check here .
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